17 Geraldine Giraffe with Pam Holland
Wed 19 / Thurs 20
Website – iampamholland.com
Size: 95 cm x 95 cm (38” x 20”)
Geraldine has become an international sensation. Her classes fill within the hour and are in
high demand. She’s quite the character and takes on her own personality. This is a fun
quilt to make. Pam will teach you the elements of design and texture and how to illustrate
with your sewing machine. It looks quite difficult but in reality it’s easy. The illustrative
appliqué is done with a free motion foot with the feed dogs left up. It’s just plain
interesting. Competent beginners to advanced.

18 Linear Landscapes with Gloria Loughman
Wed 19 / Thurs 20
Website – www.glorialoughman.com
Size: Flexible but suggest 40 cm x 60 cm
(16.5” x 23”)
Using the colours and patterns of the landscape you will create an original design
highlighting the contours of the land. Contour lines delineate the gradient of the
land and allows the projection of wonderful movement and contrast into our
design. The techniques outlined in this class will allow
you to make these contours a feature. Focal point,
perspective and other basic design principles will be
discussed then students will design their own wall
hanging working from a photo, sketch or picture.
Students will be guided through a process that
involves cutting and fusing the contours, then building
up the areas on the batting. Machine quilting will add
further dimension and texture. Fabric painting
techniques will be demonstrated and participants will
be able to hand paint fabric for special areas, eg sky
and sea etc. Some basic machine sewing skills
required.

19 Petal or Hemp Runner with Jane McDonald
Wed 19 / Thurs 20
Website – www.bebebold.com
Size – 40 cm x 125 cm (18” x 50”)
The sashiko techniques that will be covered include
how to transfer designs onto the fabric and how to
achieve the “grain of rice” stitches following simple
principles. Jane will also demonstrate how to do
hitomezashi (one stitch sashiko), which is worked in
straight lines to form interesting patterns with
endless possibilities. A choice of two table-runners: Petal or Hemp, which
are both suitable for all skill levels. The Petal sashiko table-runner, which
includes needle-turn appliqué, would also look striking hanging on a wall.
Relax and enjoy the rhythm of sashiko stitching and needle turn applique.
The hemp leaf (asanoha) table-runner is Jane’s classic design and is
bordered with 100% Japanese yarn dyed fabric squares to complete this
timeless piece.
Kits available: Petal $40, Hemp $70.
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